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'A little world apart.. .': Domestic consumption at a Victorian fores
sawmill
PETER DAVIES

Previous studies of forest-based sawmilling in Victoria have focused on steam technology and timber
tramlines. The material culture and social history of mill camps, howevel; has been largely neglected.
Survey and excavation conducted by the author at Hen
the scope of forest history. Henry's Mill operated betw
south-west Victoria. Its isolation meant that around 100 people lived permanently on site. The mill
settlement featured huts and houses for mill workers and their families, along with a school, store andpost
office. This paper outlines the main results offieldwork and uses material evidence to examine aspects of
domestic consumption at the site. Reuse and recycling is identified as an important part of mill life. The
paper concludes with a discussion of the physical isolation ofHenry b Mill and the ways this was overcome
by workers and their families.

INTRODUCTION
Timber-getting was among the earliest and most important
extractive industries conducted in Victoria. Widely regarded as
an inexhaustible resource, forests and woodlands were heavily
exploited from the beginning of European settlement in the
1830s. Huts and houses, stockyards, mining timbers, railway
sleepers, carts, barrels and immense quantities of firewood all
derived from forest resources. The timber industry was dominated from the 1850s until the 1930s by numerous sawmills
scattered through the bush. Often small and mobile, mills were
comected to railheads by tramlines or bullock tracks, providing vital employment opportunities and transport infrastructure
in remote forest areas. Several thousand forest mills were
established in Victoria during this period, highlighting the scale
and significance of the industry (Brinkman & Farrell 1990:
175-9; Evans 1993, 1997; Storey & Davies 1995).
Although the technology of the timber industry has been
well documented (e.g. Evans 1994; Houghton 1975, 1992;
McCarthy 1987, 1993), the material culture and social history
of small settlements which clustered around bush mills remain
little known. These places were home to large numbers of
working men and their families, who formed small cnmmunties in isolated rural areas. Forest-based mills and camps were
mostly short-term and ephemeral in nature, generating few
written records of their operation. Physical evidence thus represents a vital resource for expanding knowledge of people in
a major rural industry. This paper explores the material culture and social history of.one such place, Henry's No. 1 Mill,
to recall a way of life now almost forgotten.
Henry's Mill operated between 1904 and 1928 in the
Otways State Forest of south-west Victoria. Norm Hougbton
has documented the operations and technology of the mill,
which were broadly typical of sawmills in this period
(Houghton 1975, 1995, forthcoming). Detailed investigation
of the site helps to reveal daily life in a remote forest settlement. A brief history of the mill and its regional context are
outlined below, followed by the major results of fieldwork
conducted at the site by the author in 1997-98. Analysis of
archaeological material presented here focuses on aspects of
domestic consumption by mill workers and residents, and the
importance of reuse and recycling in daily life. Consideration
is also given to the ways in which people at Henry's Mill were
both isolated from and integrated with broader spheres of
social and economic activity.
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a mine', the tram tunnel was one of only three ever built in
Victoria (Colac Herald 22 July 1902). In October 1903 the
tramline was laid through the tunnel and extended along the
river to the new mill site, which occupied the only wide and
relatively level area in the valley beyond the tunnel. The mill
lay ten kilometres south of the railhead at Forrest, and began
operating in 1904. It rapidly developed as one of the largest in
the Otway area, cutting up to 10 000 superfeet (23.6 cubic
metres) of timber per day. Henry soon bought out his partners' interests, and began trading as 'Henry & Son' in 1907
when his son, Ernest, joined the business (Houghton 1975:
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The isolation of the mill tneant that around 100 people
lived permanently on site. The workforce of between 50 and
60 men included at least a dozen who brought their families to
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Figure 2. Siteplan ofHenry's No. I Mill
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SITE CONTEXT
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p C). A total area of 71.5 m2was exposed during excan, with the maximum depth of cultural deposits reachimg
ty centimetres. Damp and acidic soil conditions meant
organic preservation was poor. No excavation in the
strial part of the mill was undertaken.
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CAVATION RESULTS

a separate hearth features were revealed m House A. The
em feature consisted of a clav olatform. 30 cm h ~ g hand
m square. Charred wood on the' south and east sides sugat the platform was originally framed with timber.
this platform was built a small square brick structure, a
course in height, measuring 80 cm by 70 cm across.
entral part of the structure was bumt and friable, with a
charcoal stain on several vitrified bricks. A short length
rail lay on the western edge of the bricks. A similar
lay several metres to the south-east, apparently
its original position. This clay and brick feature

-

milar feature was revealed immediately south of this
tmcture. It also consisted of a clay platform, measuring
by 1.10 m, on top of which was built a simple brick
ment. This structure formed a U-shape, with nine
aid flat and end to end. These bricks probably formed
a kitchen stove, with iron oven components identisurface nearby. Around the north, south and west
oven a substantial clay, brick and stone packing
for insulation and protection. Both hearth features
appear to be contemporaneous. Each was built
derlying, mixed deposit of cultural material which
ass, ceramic and ferrous fragments. This deposit
esulted from general domestic discard in the area
construction of the building, or have been used as
level an uneven surface. A 1913 halfpenny recovthis deposit supports the post-1913 construction of
features. Apart from occasional wood fragments,
o other architectural features were identified.
ion of House B, located 70 m west of House A,
ed a pair of hearth features, partially distorted by
several large trees. To the north-west, a
'wall' of mortar-bonded brick was preserved
es in height and two courses in width. North
s a low platform built from three to four rows of
brick types were used in the construction of this
and Gartcraig (Scotland) brickworks. On
is brick construction was a packing of comich were set large stones forming a loose
n s of several burnt floorboards were also
nt to this structure, from one of which a small
urn was recovered. Two pot hooks and a length
also recovered in this area. These features
te the remains of a substantial hearth structure,
etres to the south-east lay a more intact hearth
cement enclosure was backed with a
lay and stone. Artefacts typically
were recovered from the fill within
ing a game counter, a tea set saucer, a
ead and a piece of lined slate. Iron stove com-

ponents on the surface nearby suggest that this feature served
as the foundation for a kitchen oven. The clay and stone packing to the rear probably formed the foundation for a chimney.
An L-shaped alignment of stones was revealed south-west
of these hearth features, consisting of a double row of small
river cobbles, 3.20 m in length. The relationship of the cobbles
to the brick and clay hearths is uncertain. They may have h c tioned as a garden border behimd the house, or sewed as part of
a rear verandah or similar shelter over an external doorway.
A pair of hearth features also dominated the physical
remains of House E. The northern hearth consisted of a rectangular bed of clay, 1.20 m by 1.60 m across. Burnt traces of
a wooden frame survived on the north and east sides of the
clay bed. The sides of the fireplace were constructed of flat
stones and half bricks, packed with clay mortar, The southern
hearth in House E also consisted of a squared clay platform
framed with timber. Several metal plates remained in position
on top of the clay. Stove components discarded nearby indicate the likely function of this feature as another oven enclosure. A layer of charcoal and three carbonised floor stumps
appear to be the remains of a wooden floor which originally
related to both hearth features.
Investigation in the area of Dump C was restricted to the
collection of surface material. This resulted in the recovery of
84 artefacts, mostly large bottle fragments. The area was subject to river flooding and weed infestation, and appears to have
been used as a general discard zone for the family houses
nearby. Sounding D, in the area of the single men's huts,
yielded a very small amount of material. Tkis may reflect the
limited area of excavation, or the less intensive build up of
refuse relating to the domestic activities of unmanied workers.
Archaeological and documentary evidence from various
mill sites combine to provide general impressions of mill structures. Housing at Henry's was built from unpainted timber
freshly sawn in the mill shed. Large quantities of wire-cut nails
recovered durinr- excavation indicate the wooden construction
of huts 3nd hol~,r.,. Lo\\ stumps and joists suppond roughly
cut doorbu:irdz covcred \r ith linoleum. W~nduws\\.err.
~-~ snlall.
either glazed or covered with a simple canvas blind. Newspaper pasted over hessian cloth was nailed on the h i d e of walls
to keep out draughts (Evans 1994: 109). Fireplaces were also
prominent, reinforcing the importance of warmth and light in a
generally cold and damp environment. The position of oven
enclosures suggests they were built as part of kitchens at the
rear of the north-facing houses, while the general-purpose open
freplace dominated the common living area. The separation of
kitchen ovens from other hearth features may represent a direct
response to the environment of the West Barwon valley. Summer kitchens with ovens in lean-tos attached to the rear of
houses helped to dispel excess heat. In winter, Dutch ovens,
pot hooks and chains were used to prepare food over an internal open fire,while the rear kitchen was used to dry off wood,
wet clothes and boots (Davies 1999: 256).
The form and fabric of housing at Henly's was typical of
accommodation at mill settlements in Victoria during the later
nineteenth and early twentieth cenhuy. Huts and houses were
constructed quickly and cheaply to provide basic accommodation to mill workers. The size and arrangement of mill housing reflected a common understanding of the minimal
requirements of a rural family in this period. Houses for mill
families generally featured a central front door under a verandah, giving onto a main living area. Two small bedroom
made up the rear part of the house, often with a lean-to kitchen
at the back. Huts for unmanied workers were much smaller,
each consisting of a single room 3 m by 4 m across
two men billeted to each hut. The physical sep
ily houses from the huts of single men was typical 06
tlements in this period (Davies 2001b: -102-$3.-~

~

~

tramline or creek was often used to divide the living space of
each group, a spatial arrangement reinforcing the social separation based on marital status.

,able I: Artefact summary counts from Henry's No.1 Mill.

FOOD AND DRINK

House A
House B
Dump C
Soundina D
House ESurface

Artefact fragments

Cxcnvat~unof h o u e sires 81 Hznn 'r h l ~ l yeldzd
l
large yuentiddm~.)tiirefuse. .At Ir,:lst It10 i ~ n e r h Corm5
~ t 2nd 19 ,eparate fabrics were identified among the 12 000 artefact
fragments recovered (Table 1). Although this material was
dominated by glass, ceramic and ferrous objects, the range of
items indicates ready access to a wide array of commercial
goods. In spite of their geographical isolation, workers and
residents at Henry's routinely acquired the products of mass
consumption. The following discussion treats specific elements of consumption at the No. 1 Mill, focusing on food,
drink, and reuse and recycling.
Archaeological evidence in the form of animal hone, glass
bottles, tablewares and other material provides important
insight into the diet of mill workers and their families. Faunal
remains from the site include 267 bone fragments (Table 2).
Analysis of this material indicates that cheap cuts of mutton
were the most common form of meat consumed at Henry's.
The basaltic plains to the north and west of the Otways were,
and are, renowned sheep-canying country, providing ample
supplies of mutton within the district. Beef, however, appears
to have played a fairly minor role in the mill diet. Pig bone
was rare in the faunal assemblage, but pork nay have been
consumed as bacon, leaving little archaeological trace. The
recovery of rabbit hone, along with shotgun shells, rifle cartridges and a complete rabbit trap suggest that rabbits were
also hunted and trapped in the hill country around the site.
Vegetables grew well in the rich mountain soil around
Henry's Mill, providing abundant produce on a seasonal basis.
Many households maintained a small vegetable plot to supplement food supplies brought in from outside. The stone
arrangement exoosed adiacent to House B was consistent with
the birder of aktchen &den. Children were also encouraged
bv schoolteachers to cultivate veeetables in the schoolvard
( h ~ ~ ~ 7 9 5 1 2 8 1 2 1 3 6 0I81 ,May 1;18). An informant recalls
the 'enormous' garden maintained by one mill worker, Oscar
Henrikson, whose wife, Eva, ran the mill boarding house.
Their efforts provided a fresh, cheap and nutritious diet for the
mill's unmarried workers (R. Henry 12 June 1999). This pattern of one very large garden at a mill settlement and numerous smaller ones is also found in the Rubicon Forest in the
Victorian Central Highlands. At Clark and Pearce's No. 1 Mill
a Macedonian worker kept a market garden, while other residents maintained their own more modest gardens as well
(Evans 1994: 109-110).
A variety of other foodstuffs were also available to mill
residents. Bulk commodities, including sacks of flour, sugar,
potatoes and onions, along with tins of jam and boxes of tea,
t i p i of

Totals

Beertwine
Condiment
Medicine
Aerated water
Spirit
Ink

Poison
Perfume
Jar
Unidentified
Total

62

19
18
25
1
1
2
1

House B

3 535

-I

123.162 kg

Species

Common name

Bos taurus
OvisICapra
inc. Ovis aries
Sus scrofa
0 . cuniculus
Aves
Pisces
Unidentified

Domestic cow

Identified
specimens

MNI

Domestic sheep
Domestic pig
European rabbit
bird
fish

1979: 167-9; Radforth 1987: 97). In spite of generic

Dump

3
2
8
3
2

25

12 012

59 121
36 360
14400
2 152
10 596

In a context of hard physical labour, geographical is01
and limited financial resources, food meant comfort, happ
and security. Historical photographs show, however, that
few timber workers were overweight. Although large m
were typical for workers in the industry, strenuous work

1

79

84
15
1 123
20

2 263
918
47
6
292
9

Weight (g)

Table 2: Taxa represented in the faunal assemblage from
Henry's Mill.

Table 3: Glass container MNI counts from Henry's Mill.
House A

7 621
3 149

MNI

41

I

Table 4: Ceramic tableware MNI counts from Henry's Mill.
House A

House B

Dump C

Sounding D

House E

Totals

eapot
,late

from Henry's indicates that a reasonably varied,
d nutritious diet was enjoyed by mill residents.

er around the mill with an axe, and the practise

of occupation. Bottled alcohol pur-

mill workers could visit at the end of the
avies 2001b: 165-7).

RECYCLING

purchased secondhand in small lots. At the New Ada Mill in
the Upper Yarra area, bricks from the H o h a n , Gamble,
Clifton, Fritsch & Holzen, South Yarra and Darby brickworks
have been recorded (Vines 1985: 149). Bricks appear to have
been brought to Henry's on a limited and occasional basis. In
1913, for example, a teacher requested 100 bricks to repair the
back of the school fireplace (VPRS 7951281213601,27 Sept.
1913). Gartcraig firebricks were found in domestic hearth at
Henry's, deriving originally from West Ayrsbire in Scotland,
probably arriving in Australian ports as ballast in ships.
Knight's bricks came from La1 Lal, south-east of Ballarat, but
must have been in circulation for some years before arriving at
Henry's because the brick company we'entaut of business in
1898 (Jack & Cremin 1994: 62). Half bricks were also
retained and used in the construction of several features,
including the lining of an open fireplace in House E and a
hearth base in House A.
The same hearth in House A also featured two iron rails,
cut to length and fitted as a rough grate. Rails did not'necessarily require sophisticated techniques to alter.. They could be
cleanly cut by making a deep nick around the piece with a
hammer and chisel, before being dropped onto, or hit with,
another metal object. Five short lengths of iron rail recorded
in Houses A, B and E at Henry's Mill betrayed three different
profiles, indicating their varied origins and the ad hod nature
of acquiring such materials. The incorporation of industrial
items in domestic contexts is also indicated by an iron fue bar,
salvaged from a boiler, inserted into the rear of the open fireplace in House E as a structural support.
Residents at Henry's Mill also altered and reused glass
bottles. Eleven examples were recovered of alcohol and
condiment bottles which had been cut down to form storage
jars: seven from Dump C, three from House A, aid one from
House E. lain Stuart bas described two similar processes
involved in reducing a beer bottle to a jar (Stuart 1993: 18).
The hush method involved filling the bottle with water to the
desired level. Astring soaked inmethylated spirit or other fuel
was wrapped around the outside at the same level and set
alight, causing the glass to crack in a horizontal line and creating a smooth break. Alternatively, a 'P' shaped iron ring was
fitted over the neck of the bottle while the other end was
heated. The heat was transmitted through the iron, causing the
glass to crack.
The examples from Henry's Mill had the neck of the bottle
removed at the shoulder, leaving an open'iagbhich ?a&d
from 55 mm to 70 mm in diameter, slightly "sm$fle$@&.j&e
internal diameter of the bottle. The itisi86 ane'&S$& e'dges
of the fracture typically show'tidy flake scars, which may
result from the deliberate bbmtinp&&es5am edge left by the
neck removal, or subsequent use-and wear df thealtaedbottle. The lack of a formed nm on the resulting jar meant that a

threaded, hinged or crown closure could not have been
applied. Stuart notes that such items could not have contained
a product under pressure, such as beer or carbonated drinks, as
there was no means to hold the closure in place (Stuart 1993:
19). Instead, these jars were probably sealed with either wax
or brown paper and flour paste.
The likely contents of such jars were jams, sauces or other
preserves made from locally grown fruit and vegetables. Unaltered bottles could also have been refilled with sauces or chinks.
Canning was an important part of women's work in this period
and a source of pride and satisfaction. It provided the opporhlnity for display and competition in domestic skills, in terms of
both the quality and quantity of food preserved. The recycling
of bottles into jars is also consistent with other examples from
the site of artefact reuse and adaptation, the archaeological signatures of self-reliance and improvisation. This k i d of domestic production endured as an extremely important part of many
Australian households well into the twentieth century, representing an ethic of thrift and self-sufficiency.

In several cases, teachers simply ceased duty
mission or explanation, apparently unable to tolerate the de
in appointing a replacement. Others were dissatisfied with
board and accommodation available, which involved either.
hut in the schoolyard or boarding privately with on
mill families in their three-roomed cottages. William
for example, teacher for a short stint in 1912 and 19
reduced to sleeping in a bed with one of his students
6401232813601, 7 Oct. 1912). Several of the teachers,
whom were men, were also intent on mamage and were re
taut to bring their brides to a school without a proper dwel
A similar concern was expressed by soldier settlers on isol
blocks between the wars, conscious that a tent or humpy
not a fit dwelling for a woman (Lake 1987: 155).
The isolation of mill settlements was also evident
~njuryor illness struck. Doctors, for example, almost
made house calls to forest sawmills. The nearest doctor for

ISOLATION AND INTEGRATION

ments in this period charged highly for their
young son of a tree faller in the west Otway

Although physically isolated, workers and residents at
Henry's Mill were not entirely cut off from the outside world.
A three-hour walk down the tramline to Forrest brought them
to a rail terminus and from there the world beyond. Their isolation and integration broadly reflected the experience of
many people in rural settlements during this period. Most
lived and worked in remote locations, but still participated in
broader social, cultural and economic spheres of activity. The
following discussion considers some of the ways in which
people at Henry's Mill negotiated the tension between life in a
remote forest camp and involvement in the wider world.
The timber tramline was the main practical access between
the No. 1 Mill and the railhead at Forrest. It provided a vital
thread linking mill workers to local districts, regional towns
and urban centres. Tram trucks delivered people, goods and
mail to the mill and canied timber away to market. Although
the tramline provided the primiuy means of transport, a rough
hush track also linked Henry's Mill through steep and isolated
forest country to the township of Barramnnga, eight kilometres
to the north-west. The Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways, however, regarded the route between the Bamon
River and Barramunga as 'almost inaccessible' (Report 1904).
Many of the 'roads' in the Otways at this time were in fact
nothing more than tracks winding between the forest trees. In
its fust year of operation, the No. 1 Mill school was worked on
a part-time basis with the Barramunga state school. The
teacher, Leo O'Kelly, was obliged to trek the distance each
week on foot 'through excessively rugged and mountainous
count~y',a journey 'attended by a large element ofrisk' (VPRS
795/192713601,23 Oct. 1909). Three miles an hour on horseback was classed as good travelling in such terrain.
Teachers complained frequently about the remoteness of
Henry's Mill. Fifteen successive teachers taught at the school
during its 19 years of operation. Their letters and reports to
the Education Department reveal mostly negative responses to
the physical and social environment of the No. 1 Mill. Clifford Stanford, for example, argued that the mill was in 'an outof-the-way place, and is far from being a pleasant place to live
in' (VPRS 6401232813601, 28 Nov. 1911). Bernard Flood
applied for transfer in 1914 on account of the extreme isolation of the mill settlement and the impossibility of doing further study, along with the poor accommodation, damp climate
and its effect on his health. He felt that
For months at a time, a teacher is practically a prisoner
in the gully, for he cannot get away, even on weekends,
on account of the remoteness of the district (VPRS
6401242313601,27 Oct. 1914).
64

Pregnant women would leave the bush a month

logging and milling accidents. In the absence of an

remains of at least 35 medicine bottles were recovered

had little alternative to employing proprie
digestion, soothe children and ease coughs

tured goods available from a variety of so
manufacturing origins of artefacts reco

MNI

W. H. Comstock
Barry's Tricopherous
Joseph Bosisto
A. J. White
Curtis & Perkins
D. B. Jenner
Chamberlain
Rosella Preserving Co.
Holbrook & Co.
Irish Imperial Whiskey
Mitchell & Co.
J. J.Trait
Boliington Hop Beer Co.
Jonathon Reeves
Cawsey Menck
Taylor Bros. Co-op.
Longmore's & Co.
United Glass Bottle Manu.
Volum Brewing Co.
Abbotsford Brewery
Felix Kruse
The [Stonyfell?OiivIE Co.

Location

Country

South Yarra, Vic
Lal Lal, Vic.
Brunswick. Vic.
Ayrshire
San Francisco
Melbourne
Sydney
New York
Melbourne
Sydney
New York
Melbourne
Sydney
Melbourne

Australia
Australia
Australia
Scotland
U.S.A.
Australia
Australia
U.S.A.
Australia
Australia
U.S.A.
Australia
Australia
Australia
England
Ireland
Ireland
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
England
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Austria
England
England
England
England
England
England
England
England
Japan
China
Australia
Australia
Germany

Belfast
Geelong
Geelong
Baliarat
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
London
Geelong
Melbourne
Melbourne
Adelaide

'W'

Hygienic
Eley
Kynoch
Triple Crown China
Ridgways
J. & G. Meakin
Pountney & Co.
W. H.Grindley & Co.

Shelton. Staff.
Hanley, Stafl.
Bristol, Giouc.
Tunstall, Staff.

Solomon Solution
D. & W. Chandler
Armand Marseille

Melbourne
Melbourne
Kopplesdorf

London
Birmingham

Mill by ordering goods from mail order houses such as Lasset'
ter's, Hordem & Sons or Foy & Gibson. Alternatively, travelling hawkers, who still traded to distant corners of Victoria in
the 1920s, offered small and desirable consumables such as
sweets, medicines, cloth and tobacco (Bilimoria & Gangopadhyay 1988: 546).
ional market provided olive oil produced in
ent medicines from Sydney. Melbourne, as

advantage of regular mail deliveries to the No. 1

CONCLUSION
Life and work at a forest sawmill such as Henry's presented
numerous challenges. Mill camps were ofkn located in isolated terrain. Frequent wet weather, poor domestic hygiene
and dangerous working conditions meant that injuries and illness were common. Housinx was small and cramped, though
probably little dilTeren1 Lo 111; of no st iwal people-at the time.
Personal mobility was high, as men moved frequently in search
of work and better conditions. Some left the industry as soon
as they could, while others stayed for years. Most, however,
remained lone enoueh to create a transient klnd of home in the
hush. In spit of suLh difficulties, life at the mill had its compensations. Food was ample and reasonably varied, and basic
amenities were available. The Henrys were, by most accounts,
good bosses to work for, and paid salaries a margin above the
basic wage. Within the broader context of rural life, working
'in the timber' was a respectable occupation.
Sawmills and timber workers formed a prominent partof
Victorian rural industry in the later nineteenth and e'aly.tw&?

9

tieth century. Their activities transformed forest environments
and provided the materials for use in a vast array of domestic,
commercial and industrial contexts. Mill workers and their
families created settlements which were an integral part of
rural landscapes of the period. Henry's No. 1 Mill was only
one of thousands of such places. Its detailed investigation
helps to reveal a forgoiten chapter of Australia's heritage, and
a way of life now on the edge of living memow.

ABBREVIATIONS
AA
CGG
FCV
VPRS

Australian Archives
Commonwealth Government Gazette
Forests Commission Victoria
Victorian Public Record Series,
Public Record Office of Victoria
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